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These and other objects of the invention are accom

METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR MARKING
AND IDENTIFYING HOOKS OF ELECTRIC
MOTORS

plished by providing a winding machine which deforms

This is a continuation of application Ser. No.
07/444,035, ?led Nov. 30, 1989, now US. Pat. No.

provided, for processing the hooks after winding,

5,122,975.

deformation or the force exerted on a sensing member.

preselected commutator hooks, yet does not deform
other hooks. The machine deforms the hooks while the
hooks are in a known angular position. Apparatus is
which includes means for measuring either the hook

A machine for processing the hook, such as a fusing
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
10 machine, is provided which includes a force transducer
The present invention relates to armature winding
for measuring electrode pressure, and an encoder for
machines, and, more particularly, to machines for wind
accurately determining the electrode displacement. The
ing the armature wires of an electric motor to a hook
electrode force and displacement measurements will
member (“tang”) of a commutator bar and deforming
vary, depending upon whether or not the electrode is
selected hook members for later identi?cation during
operating on a hook that was deformed by the winding
processing.
machine. A microprocessor-based control system re
Although armature winding machines are widely
ceives
force and displacement data from the load cell
used, a system for marking and later identifying commu
and encoder, respectively, and acts on a motor to mod
tator hooks for further processing is not yet available.

ify those quantities. The microprocessor recognizes

Prior attempts to identify hooks requiring special pro
cessing have involved manual identi?cation. However,
manual identi?cation may be inefficient and expensive.
The conditions required for fusing commutator hooks

books that were previously deformed by the winding
machine, and causes the fusing machine to execute a

predetermined operation. The operation performed on

a deformed hook may be different than the operation
vary depending upon the number of armature lead
wires that are passed around a given hook. The fusing 25 performed on a non-deformed hook.
The microprocessor stores a distinct, predetermined
conditions must be tailored to the hook’s winding con
electrode displacement or force function for fusing each
?guration if a satisfactory fusion joint is to be formed.
hook variation that the apparatus can process. Elec
For example, a hook with a single wire passed around it
trode position or force may be continuously measured
will require a different electrode displacement, elec
and adjusted according to the appropriate function. The
trode force, and electric current application than a hook
apparatus applies current to the electrode when the
with two wires passed around it. The hook wrapped
electrode has a predetermined displacement or force,
with two wires may require additional electrode force
to produce a cohesion joint of satisfactory quality.
and may vary the current application according to
Winding machines typically attach two armature lead
whether or not the hook under operation was deformed
wires to selected hooks during the termination stages of 35 (marked) by the winding machine.
armature winding. At the instant a hook is wrapped
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
with two wires, the armature has a precise, known
angular position. Thus, it would be possible to transfer
The above and other objects and advantages of the
a wound armature to a fusing machine while in a known
invention will be apparent upon consideration of the

angular position. The hooks wrapped with two wires
could be recognized by their angular position and ap
propriately processed. However, such a solution re

quires costly changes to the transfer solutions between
the winding and fusing machines.
It would be desirable to provide a winding machine

which deforms a hook requiring special processing,
such as a hook wrapped with two wires, so that the

book may be identi?ed during later stages of processing.

40

following detailed description, taken in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings, in which like refer
ence numerals refer to like parts throughout, and in
which:
FIG. 1 is a partial perspective view of an illustrative
embodiment of an armature winding machine in accor

dance with the present invention;
FIGS. 2 and 3 are partial side elevational views of a
commutator with a hook being wrapped with a lead

It would also be desirable to provide a method for iden
wire by the winding machine of FIG. 1;
tifying such a deformed hook in the fusing machine for 50
FIG. 4 is a partial side elevational view of the com
performing special operations.
mutator and the hook of FIG. 3, after the lead wire is
cut at a point between the hook and a gripper;
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
FIG. 4a is a partial bottom view of the hook of FIG.
In view of the foregoing, it is an object of this inven
tion to provide a winding machine that selectively 55 4;
FIG. 5 is a partial side elevational view of a commu
marks portions of a workpiece.
tator with hooks that are wrapped with a single wire;
It is a further object of this invention to provide a
FIG. 6 is a partial side elevational view of a commu
method for identifying portions of a workpiece that
tator with a hook being wrapped with a ?nish lead;
require special processing.
FIG. 7a is a partial side view of the center commuta
It is another object of this invention to provide a
tor hook of FIG. 6, showing the wrapping of the start
method, that will not require changing the transfer
and ?nish lead around the same hook;
function between workstations, for identifying portions
FIG. 7b is a partial side view of the center commuta
of a workpiece.
tor hook of FIG. 6, showing the start and ?nish leads
It is another object of this invention to provide a
method, for identifying portions of a workpiece, that 65 wrapped around a hook with an uninterrupted wire;
FIG. 8 is a partial side elevational view of a commu
will permit the workpiece to be transferred between
tator having two hooks wrapped with a single wire, and
workstations without regard to the workpiece’s angular
position.
one hook wrapped with two wires;

3
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FIG. 9 is a side elevational view of an illustrative

embodiment of apparatus of this invention for position
ing an armature adjacent a deforming member;
FIG. 10 is a cross-sectional view of an illustrative
embodiment of a fusing machine constructed in accor

dance with the principles of this invention;
FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of the feedback loop
control system of this invention, which can be used in

4

winding. The hooks wrapped with more than one wire
are positioned under a deforming member 30. Deform

ing member 30 is displaced a predetermined distance
along the deforming axis 31 to deform the hooks
wrapped with two wires. Member 30 is driven by

numerically-controlled axial actuators for high preci‘
sion operations or when more than one deformed posi

the fusing machine of FIG. 10;

tion is required. When less precision is required, con
ventional, less complex actuators can be used to drive

FIG. 12 a ?owchart of a feedback loop for recogniz
ing a previously deformed commutator hook;

deforming member 30. A plurality of deforming mem
bers may be used to increase operating speed. The de

FIG. 13 is a ?owchart of an alternative feedback loop

for recognizing a previously deformed commutator
hook; and

formed hooks 32 are bent towards the commutator bar
33.

Deforming member 30 typically may be part of the

FIG. 14 is a ?owchart illustrating a process for distin 5 winding apparatus. Hook 32 may be deformed while
still in its winding position with a known angular posi
guishing between commutator hooks that have not been

deformed during an earlier operation.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

tion. Alternatively, the deforming step may be per
formed by a machine (FIG. 9) that unloads the armature
from winding machine 16 and places it on a transfer
mechanism. The armature is removed from the winding

FIGS. 1-8 illustrate the process for winding a lead

machine and positioned beneath deforming member 30.

wire 10 of an armature to a commutator bar 12. Wire 10

is wrapped around a hook 14 on commutator bar 12. A

An activator 34 controls a collet 35, which releasably
holds the shaft of the armature in a known angular

two-?yer winding machine 16 (FIG. 1) removes wire 10

position. A shuttle 36 is moved by member 37 along

25 guides 38 to withdraw the armature from winding ma
from a coil and passes it around hook 14.
chine 16, positioning the armature adjacent deforming
An unwound armature 18 rests on winding machine

16 in winding receiving position. Wire 10 passes around
a roller 20 and then around a ?yer 22. Wire 10 stretches

from ?yer 22 to a gripper 24. Gripper 24 reciprocates
during winding to draw wire 10 from a supply roll and
over roller 20 and ?yer 22. The gripper’s reciprocating
action attaches the wire lead to hook 14 (FIG. 2). Initial
and ?nal leads are attached to the appropriate hooks

and then cut by the operation of ?yer 22, gripper 24, a
cutter, and other equipment.
A “start lead" 26 (FIG. 3) is attached to the armature
around a ?rst hook by rotation of ?yer 22. Wire 10 is
then out (see FIGS. 4 and 40) between hook 14 and
gripper 24 (near the hook) to free gripper’ 24 and leave
start lead 26 wrapped around the hook.
Flyer 22 and other equipment then operate to wind
wire coils in the appropriate armature slots, and to loop
the wire around the respective hooks. A single wire is

member 30. After member 30 marks the appropriate
hook, the armature may be transferred to other equip
ment for further processing.

_

The upper surface of deformed hook 32 has a differ
ent position, relative to commutator bar 33, than the

upper surface of non-deformed hooks 14. Apparatus
that is sensitive to force exerted on a translating mem

ber, or which can detect the displacement of a translat
35 in g member along an axis of translation, is used to distin

guish deformed hooks 32 (wrapped with several wires)
from non-deformed hooks 14 (wrapped with a single

wire). In this manner, subsequent processing equipment,
such as a fusing machine, can automatically identify
hooks wrapped with more than one wire.

The methods of the present invention for identifying
hooks that have been deformed in accordance with the
principles of this invention will now be described in the
context of fusing operations. However, one skilled in
passed around each hook (see FIG. 5) when the coils
are being wound. The continuity of the wire is not 45 the art will readily appreciate that the methods of this
invention for marking and identifying hooks are readily
interrupted.

When ?yer 22 has completed winding all of the coils

adaptable for use with other types of processing equip

that must be wound, a stretch of wire extends from the

ment.

?yer to the last wound coil. Flyer 22 and other equip

Distinguishing between the commutator hooks
wrapped with more than one wire and hooks wrapped
with a single wire enables the fusing machine to per
form a different fusing operation on each type of hook.

ment then operate to loop the ?nish lead 28 around the

last hook (see FIG. 6). Gripper 24 grips the stretch of
wire leading from the hook to the ?yer, and the wire is
severed at a point near the hook. A new armature may

Deforming hooks during the winding operation offers

then be wound.

the additional advantage of exerting additional pressure
on the wrapped wires. This aids in holding the wires
under the hook during subsequent transfer and handling

A second ?yer and gripper pair (not shown) operate

simultaneous to ?yer 22 and gripper 24 to attach their
of the armature.
respective start lead to the hook wrapped with ?nish
Fusing machines capable of recognizing hooks de
lead 28 of ?yer 22, and to attach their ?nish lead to the
formed during the winding operation typically include
hook wrapped with start lead 26 of ?yer 22. FIG. 7a
shows the start and ?nish leads of the two ?yers 60 one or more sensing elements. The sensing elements
measure force exerted on a hook as a function of time or
wrapped behind the same hook. The start and ?nish
as a function of fusing electrode displacement. Alterna
leads may be on a hook which is also wrapped with an

uninterrupted lead (FIG. 7b).
Referring now to FIG. 8, when the winding opera

tively, the sensing elements detect electrode displace
ment as a function of time or electrode force. Fusing

tion is complete, two or more of the commutator hooks

apparatus suitable for this purpose is described in com

will be wrapped with two wires. When this has been
accomplished, the armature is rotated with the same
equipment used to hold and rotate the armature during

monly owned, co-pending US. patent application Ser.
No. 07/412,279, which is hereby incorporated by refer
ence herein.

'
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Once the hooks wrapped with one wire are differenti

ated from the hooks wrapped with two wires, the fusing
operation may be tailored to the condition of the partic
ular hook being fused. This permits a better fusion joint
to be produced. To process the hooks differently, the
heat (i.e., electric current) and force applied to the

6

electrode force is again measured (step E). If the elec
trode force is within a predetermined range, the hook is
recognized as a hook wrapped with two wires. The
hook and wires are then fused according to a predeter

mined electrical current application function and elec
trode force or displacement function (step F), e.g., see

hooks, and the displacement performance of the elec

U.S. patent application Ser. No. O7/4l2,279. If the force

trode, are tailored to obtain the ideal fusing condition,

is not in the predetermined range, the armature is re

which results in the correct electrical resistance and
jected (step G).
sufficient mechanical resistance of the connection. For 10 Referring now to FIG. 13, a different feedback loop
provides an alternative means for recognizing a de
example, a fusing electrode typically must generate
more heat to fuse a hook wrapped with two wires in

formed hook. A fusing electrode is translated along the

order to remove the greater quantity of wire insulation.
The extra heat must be combined with the appropriate

electrode axis until it encounters a force resistance that

force and displacement performance of the electrode.
Apparatus suitable for recognizing and fusing hooks

the electrode contacting the hook (step A). The feed

according to this invention is shown in FIGS. 10 and 11.
FIG. 10 shows a fusing machine in which the rotational

is within a predetermined range, which corresponds to
back loop then measures the electrode displacement and
determines whether the displacement corresponds to

motion of a motor 40 is converted into translational

the expected height of the upper surface of a non
deformed hook, a deformed hook, or an abnormal hook

motion of fusing electrode 42 along axis 31. A rotation

(step B). If the electrode displacement corresponds to

the height of a non-deformed hook, the hook is recog
nized as being wrapped with a single wire. The hook
and wire are then fused according to a predetermined
48 causes hollow member 50, hollow member 52, and
electrode 42 to translate along electrode axis 31. A
electrical current (heat) application function and elec
roller 54 maintains the alignment of hollow members 50 25 trode force or displacement function appropriate for
and 52 along axis 31. When electrode 42 encounters an
fusing a hook wrapped with a single wire (step C). For
example, the hook may be fused according to the
opposing force exerted by a commutator hook 14 or 32,
method disclosed in U.S. patent application Ser. No.
a force transducer, such as load cell 56, is compressed
between hollow members 50 and 52. A space 58 allows
07/412,279. If the electrode displacement corresponds
hollow member 52 to translate along hollow member 30 to the height of a deformed hook, the hook is recog
nized as a hook wrapped with two wires. The hook is
50, and allows load cell 56 to deform correspondingly.
of motor output drive shaft 44 will cause a ball screw 46
to rotate. The engagement of ball screw 46 with sleeve

A mass electrode 60 contacts the commutator during

then fused using appropriate force, displacement, and

fusing to provide a current sink for electricity ?owing
electrical current (heat) application functions (step D),
from electrode 42.
e.g., according to U.S. patent application Ser. No.
By connecting motor 40, an encoder 62, a tachometer 35 07/412,279. If the displacement does not correspond to
64, and load cell 56 to a suitable microprocessor-based
the height of either a deformed or non-deformed hook,
the armature is rejected (step E).
'
control circuit 66 (FIG. 11), the fusing machine can
monitor and adjust the electrode displacement and
As an alternative to marking a hook by deformation,

force. The displacement is derived, using encoder 62,

a hook wrapped with more than one wire may be recog
from the number of turns of motor drive shaft 44. Load 40 nized, and thereby distinguished from a hook wrapped
cell 56 measures the force resistance against the elec
with a single wire, by its response to electrode force and
trode. Microprocessor circuit 66 acts in response to data
displacement when being deformed (see FIG. 14). For

received from either the encoder or the load cell. Mi
croprocessor circuit 66 causes the motor to precisely

lower (or raise) electrode 42. Alternatively, the micro

example, when the fusing electrode encounters the re
sistance of the two wires (step A), the force transducer
45 will detect a greater force than normally detected for

processor changes the ?eld conditions of motor 40 to
control the motor’s torque. The apparatus can be used

single wire hooks (step B). The measured force and
displacement responses of a given hook are compared

to implement the feedback loops shown in FIGS. 12 and
13, to distinguish deformed hooks from non-deformed
hooks, and to perform a different processing operation

to predetermined functions (e. g., force functions) stored
in the microprocessor circuitry, and the hook is identi

on each type of hook.
Referring now to FIG. 12, a feedback measurement
loop provides a means for displacing a fusing electrode
of a fusing machine a predetermined distance, corre

tied as being wrapped with one or more wires, or as
abnormal (steps C-E).
‘

It will be understood that the foregoing is merely
illustrative of the principles of the invention, and that
various modi?cations can be made by those skilled in

sponding to a position slightly below the upper surface 55 the art without departing from the scope and spirit of
the invention. The scope of this invention is limited only
of a non-deformed hook (step A). The feedback loop
by the claims that follow.
then measures the force on the electrode (step B). If the
The invention claimed is:
electrode force is within a predetermined range, the
1. In a method of making electric motor armatures
hook is recognized as a hook wrapped with a single
wire. The hook is then fused according to a predeter 60 having at least a first plurality of coils of wire wound on
a substantially cylindrical armature core so that lead
mined electrical current application function and elec
wires of each coil pass through predetermined ones of a
trode force or displacement function (step C), e.g., as
shown in copending U.S. patent application Ser. No.
plurality of structures on said armature, said structures
being circumferentially spaced from one another
07/412,279. If the electrode force is not in the predeter
mined range, the electrode is displaced to a second 65 around said core and initially substantially identical to
one another except that a ?rst one of said structures has
predetermined position, which corresponds to a posi
tion slightly below the upper surface of a hook de

formed in accordance with this invention (step D). The

more wires passing through it than at least one second
one of said structures has, said structures being fused to

7
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the wires passing through them after all of said coils

one of said structures has, said structures being fused to

have been wound on said armature in order to ensure

the wires passing through them after all of said coils

electrical contact to the coils, the improvement com

have been wound on said armature in order to ensure

prising the steps of:

electrical contact to said coils, the improvement com

deforming a selected one of said ?rst and second 5
structures in a predetermined way to distinguish
the deformed structure from those of said struc

tures which have not been similarly deformed, said

prising:
means for deforming a selected one of said ?rst and
second structures in a predetermined way to distin

deforming being performed after the deformed

guish the deformed structure from those of said
structures which have not bee? similarly deformed,

structure has received its lead wire or wires but
before any of said structures have been fused;

said means for deforming operating on the de
formed structure after the deformed structure has

after all of said coils have been wound and said de
forming has been performed and when said struc

received its lead wire or wires but before any of
said structures have been fused;

tures are to be fused, detecting whether a structure

has been deformed in said predetermined way; and 15
fusing the structure which has been subjected to said
detecting step to the wire or wires passing through
it using a fusing operation which varies depending
on whether or not said structure has been detected

to have been deformed in said predetermined way.
2. The method de?ned in claim 1 wherein said struc
tures are commutator tangs.

deformed in said predetermined way, said means

for detecting being employed after all of said coils
have been wound and said means for deforming has
operated and when said structures are to be fused;
and
means for fusing the structure which has been oper
ated on by said means for detecting to the wire or

wires passing through that structure using a fusing

3. The method de?ned in claim 2 wherein said com

mutator tangs initially project radially outward from
said core, and wherein said deforming step deforms a 25

commutator tang radially inward from the initial posi
tion by a predetermined amount.
4. The method de?ning in claim 3 wherein said fusing
step deforms a commutator tang radially inward against
said core.

means for detecting whether a structure has been

operation which varies depending on whether or
not said means for detecting has determined that
said structure has been deformed in said predeter
mined way.
7. The apparatus de?ned in claim 6 wherein said
structures are commutator tangs.

30

5. The method de?ned in claim 1 wherein said de
forming step is performed in a ?rst machine station

8. The apparatus de?ned in claim 7 wherein said

commutator tangs initially project radially outward
from said core, and wherein said means for deforming
deforms a commutator tang radially inward from its

where said coils are wound on said core, wherein said

initial position by a predetermined amount.
second machine station, and wherein the substantially 35 9. The apparatus de?ned in claim 8 wherein said
means for fusing deforms a commutator tang radially
sole technique for angularly orienting said armature

detecting and fusing steps are performed in a separate

inward against said core.
10. The apparatus de?ned in claim 6 wherein said
means for deforming is disposed at a ?rst station in said

between said ?rst and second stations is the deformation
of said selected one of said ?rst and second structures.

6. In apparatus for making electric motor armatures
by winding at least a ?rst plurality of coils of wire on a
substantially cylindrical armature core so that the lead
wires on each coil pass through predetermined ones of

apparatus where said coils are wound on said core,
wherein said means for detecting and said means for
fusing are disposed at a separate second station in said
apparatus, and wherein the deformation of said selected
a plurality of structures on said armature, said structures
one of said ?rst and second structure is substantially the
being circumferentially spaced from one another
around said core and initially substantially identical to 45 sole means for angularly orienting said armature be
tween said ?rst and second stations.
one another except that a ?rst one of said structures has
it
it
it
i
1F
more wires passing through it than at least one second

50
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